Offering additional protection, Emirates Safe
consists of two distinct products, based on the
value or vulnerability of the cargo.

Recommended only for cargo with a value
of USD 1,000 per kg and above. Ideal for
transporting gold bullion, cut diamonds,
precious stones, fine art and other
high-value items.
The product offers secured and monitored
handling from acceptance to delivery, every
step of the process.
Product code: VAL

Recommended for cargo of value less than
USD 1,000 per kg, the product is ideal for
premium electronic items such as
smartphones, tablets and laptops, mid-range
watches, coins, etc.
Vulnerable cargo is provided higher priority
during loading and offloading over general
cargo. An extra layer of security is added
throughout the transportation process to
prevent any potential pilferage.
Product code: VUN

What is valuable cargo?
The official definition of valuable cargo as per the IATA TACT – 3.7.6 is:
A consignment which contains one or more of the following articles
Any article having a declared value for carriage of USD 1,000 (or equivalent) or more per gross kilogram
Gold items: Bullion (including refined and unrefined ingots), specie, grain, sheet, foil, powder, sponge,
wire, rod, tube, circles, moulding and casting
Platinum items: Platinum group of metals such as palladium, iridium, ruthenium, osmium and rhodium
Platinum alloys: Grain, sponge, bar, ingot, sheet, rod, wire, gauze, tube and strip
Monetary units: Legal banknotes, travellers’ cheques, securities, shares, share coupons, share stamps and
ready-to-use payment cards
Diamonds (including for industrial use), rubies, emeralds, sapphires, opals, real pearls and other precious stones
Jewellery consisting of diamonds, emeralds, sapphires, opals, real pearls and other precious stones
Jewellery and watches made of silver, gold or platinum
Articles made of gold or platinum other than gold and/or platinum plated
Emirates SkyCargo offers freight forwarders and shippers the flexibility of booking any cargo personally deemed as
valuable (not corresponding to official monetary value of USD 1000 per kg and above) as long as the cargo is booked
as SHC-VAL and can fit in a steel cased AKE or XYP Box.

Handling valuable cargo at Emirates SkyCargo outstations
Independent VAL checklist in place with all Ground Handling
Agents across the network, ensuring that robust monitoring,
security and handling procedures are in place during acceptance,
storage and build-up of VAL shipments.

On ground station and handler audits
conducted by our in-house compliance
team every 3 years
Shipments will be accepted in XYP Boxes
and steel cased AKEs only

Strong Rooms

CCTV

Ramp Security
/ Escort

Storage Security

Direct Ramp
Deliveries

Tamper-proof seals will be attached to all
units and the seal checked at origin and at
destination on arrival
Valuable cargo will be loaded into specified
containers in designated areas, under
security custody, and will be escorted to
the aircraft
Cargo Operational Process Owners
(COPO) – positioned in every station for
real time monitoring

Handling valuable cargo at Emirates SkyCentral Dubai

All valuable cargo handled by
Emirates Group Security Unit Transguard

Strong Room used
when any element of
storage is required

360 degree CCTV coverage of
all areas: Strong Room, loading
and unloading bays, and the
ramp vehicles

OPERATIONAL
PROCESS

4 eye principal in place at all times

100% escort on ramp – QRT,*
QWT,** Dubai joining or arriving.
Security seal numbers for import and
export are checked on arrival and
dispatch

*Quick Ramp Transfer
**Quick Warehouse Transfer

Over 25 years of
experience in
handling valuable
cargo

Emirates Valuable equipment
XYP (VAL Box Big)

Solid Door AKE

350 units in rotation across the network
Tare Weight: 10.5 kgs
Maximum Gross Weight: 100 kgs
Dimension: 67 x 48 x 56 cm

450 units in rotation across the network
Tare Weight: 135 kgs
Maximum Gross Weight: 1,587 kgs
Dimension: 201 x 163 x 156 x 153 cm
Loadable Volume: 4.3 CBM
Units are secured with tamper-proof seals
at origin and only opened as per instructions
on arrival at destination

Benefits of Emirates Valuable
Convenience: Transguard, the Emirates Group Security
Service, acts as a one stop shop for acceptance including
pick up, customs clearance, import and export processes,
and delivery
Experience: Over 25 years of handling valuable cargo
Security: State-of-the-art facility, Strong Room, CCTV
coverage of all operational areas, and ramp escort present to
witness loading until push back, guaranteeing that the
valuable cargo sent is on the designated flight
Human factors / Compliance: Adhere to the KPCS (Kimberly
Process Certification Scheme) to ensure no carriage of
conflict diamonds
Network: Seamless connections through Dubai

Transguard and Dubai Customs’
inspection of incoming and outgoing
cargo, and express service to
consignee

24/7 monitoring and
screening of all cargo

The Kimberley Process Certification
Scheme (KPCS)to prevent
transportation of conflict diamonds

Storage, ground and ramp
handling with visibility
throughout

What is vulnerable cargo?
Relatively high-value cargo which does not meet the IATA TACT published definition of valuable
cargo, and is more likely to be exposed to unwanted human attention and temptation, and could
therefore stand a higher chance of being pilfered.
On a shipment level VUN shipments are typically large in scale (think a new phone launch) but on a
piece level, the items may be small enough to be removed and concealed by a fraudulent individual.
Items that may be deemed as vulnerable cargo:
Electronics like smartphones, tablets, laptops
Mid-range wrist watches
Coins
Silver bullion

Benefits of Emirates Valuable
Standardised operational processes in places across the entire
network, ensuring an extra layer of security and vigilance is
provided during acceptance, storage and build-up.
Continuous improvement of outstation
processes supported by local COPO**
and hub based Quality, Standards and
Operational Safety teams
Strong Room*

Extra vigilance, escort facilities
available on request

Secured Storage

Exact loading position sent for
all Dubai destined and transit cargo,
ensuring prioritised handling

*Dependent on local station
**Cargo Operational Process Owner

Shippers are recommended to
handover cargo securely packed in
crates or cardboard over-pack, etc.,to add
another security layer. These precautionary
steps help prevent
pilferage or tampering
The outer layer should not indicate the
nature of the cargo

Handling vulnerable cargo in Dubai

All vulnerable cargo at ULD level only
are escorted by Transguard between the
ramp and the warehouse and between
quick ramp transfers, tail-to-tail.
Emirates Group Security only oversees
this service

All vulnerable cargo are
monitored by Transguard during
the build-up and break-down
process following the 4 eye
principle

OPERATIONAL
PROCESS

All vulnerable cargo are placed
in dedicated storage cells with
CCTV link up

Same process by Emirates
SkyCargo at Emirates
SkyCentral DXB and DWC

Over 25 years of
experience in handling
vulnerable cargo

Key features of Emirates Vulnerable

An added layer of protection for cargo that
is potentially vulnerable to theft. Examples
include: Smartphones, high end
electronics, silver bullion, coins or even the
latest gaming console and or games

Emirates SkyCargo provides
dedicated security personnel from
arrival to departure at both our hubs
in Dubai, Emirates SkyCentral DXB
and DWC

24/7 surveillance during transit at
Emirates SkyCentral DXB
and DWC

Subject to availability XYP
boxes and Solid Door AKEs
may be used for extra
protection

Benefits of Emirates Vulnerable
Cost: Additional surveillance for a small amount of money
Priority: Vulnerable cargo receive priority over general cargo
Security: Dedicated security team of 50 personnel, working
in two shifts at Emirates SkyCentral DXB and DWC, are
responsible for monitoring the complete process of
vulnerable cargo handling
Peace of mind: 25 years of handling vulnerable cargo across
our ever growing network
Network: Seamless connections through Dubai
Choice: Providing our customers additional protection for a
nominal increase

24/7 monitoring and
screening of all cargo

Storage, ground and ramp
handling with visibility
throughout
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For more information on Emirates Safe,
please visit skycargo.com or
contact the Emirates SkyCargo office at
+971 600 566 661

